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Portage

Black morels make themselves known, above all, by their spores
craftily they prickle the frost crusted Juno shore
like gifts to an heir from a long forgotten sun.
They peek out from the needles and grunt,
drenched in moonlight, thus cobbing their flesh
and wringing themselves dry.

A mark of slander, hot and dry,
the little mushrooms mourn in spores.
The untimely loss of truth and flesh
is only the beginning of a time of fear ashore.
Hauling and running, ever eager to grunt,
the men fill up the hospitals that empty the sun.

The sun, that sun, the open edged sun,
the one that peels you dry
and leaves your skin blasted in goose feathered flesh.
Each hole, each socket and each gland to be saturated with spores
while the lignin clings tighter the closer to shore.
Remember, you are the passage and vehicle of all traveling flesh.

Protect the shore that burgeons the flesh,
for the uncontrolled grunt is the testament of an unabashed sun.
Take kindly, the moist patch of sinews is what kindly  tends to the spores.

After supper

Restless feet whisper
to warm skin on haggard cloth.
An ambulance wails.
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Army Surplus - Size 6

green rubbed to gray
tired on the counter,
the jacket rests tattered to the point of disrepair.
I know damn well there’s no use in fixing it.

unsewn, frayed, mossy tassels hang from the hems
like curlicues in the deep bayou air.
at the elbows a sinkhole has collapsed
and a sandy woolen sweater peeks out from the pit.

nestled in my pocket mottled jacket,
I feel safe. Overgrown in a way.
my mother wishes I’d wear something more decent,
homespun and hand knit.

but mother, this jacket’s been faithful to this very day.
who am I to give up this ever worn layer?

Our Nightly Repose

Dreams tatter, but the seamstress works nightly
 on the scare ragdolls in her atelier. 
She holds her friends that wait to look spritely, 
as hands whisper comfort, assuring she’s there.

One doll, with green eyes, a ranter, looks up
 to the soft smile that cracks. Her fingers flutter
 and empty his chest. She places a cup
 and fills it with wet coffee stained clutter.

A quasar stitch of paisley print memory
 she dons upon the battered burlap chest.
She fills him up with balls of cream ivory
cotton before she resumes with the rest.

We, dolls that tremble at the sight of fire
at least have her to whom we retire.
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Nestled In

The night banter settles 
into a tawdry yellow-brown 
empty beer bottle hum.

Swallowed up by the sounds of clementines
being peeled apart, 
in a crowded room,
where not an honest word's
been spoken
all night,

two would be lovers
sit at the base of a couch.

Gainfully employed 
at the corner store
the boy revels
in the unfolding pattern
of nuzzles 
and grazes.

Some feet away
a serious tabby,
whiskered wisely,
watches
as the girl's arm
graces his shoulders.

The tabby,
Prowling 
amongst the forest
of drunken legs,
knows.

As such, it’s off
in search
of affection.

The lover's nest
Their's is a roost
 deep in the hollow
of overstated opinions.

Their hushed vows 
hug the clods of cigarettes
and succeed 
in failing 
to be noticed.

There is silence
 in their embrace.

Shoe laces undone 
and feet laid bare,
the night recedes 
to gold.
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Caressing a Furnace

Bother me not.
The hardened rivets tightened by trust
bother me not.
In the foundry, where iron wrought
 knows the sweltering heat of lust.
a kinship of sly embers fussed,
"Bother me not".

Hologram of  Daguerrotype Peddler's of Past

Out of galoshes gushes nostalgia
Onto sidewalks girls no longer recall.
All Tokyo's streets hurdle through the present
Nimbly avoiding the peddler's of past.
Shimmering neon waitresses hover
 Together in taverns. The rice stiffens
 And they soon forget the silk warm dances
 Of white grains chatting. Against cold sake
 Dim silhouettes graze cheeks and gaze outwards
 To the bright white blushes of memory.
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It’s the litte moments that glisten

Urged by the afternoon sun,
my hair bled peroxide.
Stained purple it  lay beaten,wet, and grey. 
Brown strands were crushed to golden violets,
while the dye trickled down my neck.

I was off to see my brother,
The boy with suspenders and flair.

Standing before me, 
his smiling brow and all,.
my muted thoughts sat in a dead pigeon flutter
that quieted the passage of time. 

Selena and Aurelia

Joint at the hip,
The twins danced and swept through the groves,
Joint at the hip
twirling and charming all l'ong Pip.
He glanced and forth came girls in droves
while temptress twins communed as Jove's
joint at the hip.
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